The BETA nursing measure: Its development and testing for nursing utility

In the specialised nursing fields of rehabilitation, convalescence and gerontology requiring restorative nursing interventions, nurses are unable to measure, assess and evaluate accurately and routinely the outcomes of their patients’ activities of daily living (ADLs) due to the lack of validated nursing measures. The purpose of this study was to develop a nursing scale, named the BETA, which can be used routinely and embedded into the nursing process and care plan, enabling the primary nursing carer to measure, assess and evaluate patients’ ADLs. The first objective was to design and develop the BETA, a routine nursing scale, whereby caregivers and nursing auxiliaries can observe, score and record their patients’ activities of daily living. The second objective was to test the BETA’s nursing utility to be used routinely. Two qualitative studies were done sequentially. Firstly, individual interviews were conducted to collect descriptive data from registered nurses (n = 6), nursing assistants, (n = 8) and caregivers (n = 16), skilled in the field of restorative care. In the first study, the data were analysed using inductive content analysis techniques to design and construct the BETA nursing measure. In the second study, the BETA’s nursing utility was studied by means of the training of and testing the application of the BETA by a new team of professional nurses (n = 6) and caregivers (n = 48) working in a geriatric frail care unit. After 6 months, two homogenous focus groups consisting of registered nurses (n = 3) and caregivers (n = 5) representing this team were interviewed to explore the BETA’s nursing utility. Descriptive data in the second study were analysed using deductive content analysis. The initial results were promising. The high levels of agreement on its acceptance, usefulness and confidence, to be used routinely as a nursing scale, confirmed the BETA’s nursing utility. The BETA nursing scale has the potential to introduce restorative nursing as a new specialisation field in South African nursing, a much needed service required for nursing utility. Descriptive data in the second study were analysed using inductive content analysis. The initial results were promising. The high levels of agreement on its acceptance, usefulness and confidence, to be used routinely as a nursing scale, confirmed the BETA’s nursing utility. The BETA nursing scale has the potential to introduce restorative nursing as a new specialisation field in South African nursing, a much needed service required for
Introduction

The consequences of trauma and chronic illness may be impairment, disability or handicap (World Health Organization 1980) and the key for nurses to understand the extent of these consequences is to document the activities of daily living (ADLs) accurately and routinely (Lundgren-Nilsson 2006). However, measuring ADLs is a complex task and there is a paucity of such measures in the nursing sciences. The gold standard of ADL measurement in USA rehabilitation facilities is the Functional Independent Measurement (FIM) (Nilsson, Sunnerhagen & Grimby 2005). The FIM is an objective scoring system, designed in the 1980s by a multidisciplinary team, whereby patients’ ADLs are observed and given a score within a structural framework. It is used by rehabilitation ‘clinicians’, a speciality accreditation not available in South Africa. None the less, rehabilitation clinicians, whether physicians, professional nurses or therapists, are not best placed to routinely observe rehabilitation patients performing their ADLs (e.g. eating, grooming, bathing, dressing). The FIM thus has an inherent structural defect as it is designed for clinicians who require valid observations on patient ability that can only be observed routinely by the nursing auxiliaries and caregivers who have to serve as a proxy rater to the clinicians. Although the FIM received extensive positive and negative reviews from clinicians, very little was reported on the FIM’s usefulness and applicability to the nursing sciences (e.g. its nursing utility) and little is known on how well, if at all, the nursing profession has embraced the FIM as a routine nursing measure. The South African nursing experience will be discussed below.

Background

Over time, academics in rehabilitation and geriatric nursing have come to the conclusion that accurate ADL measurements can be particularly useful in calculating the number of nursing staff required to ensure quality care (McGillis-Hall et al. 2001). The burden of nursing care would equate to the patient’s degree of disability, which can be calculated from the ADL measurements. The measurement of ADLs thus becomes a promising rationale to calculate nurse staffing wherever restorative nursing care is required, such as rehabilitation, convalescence, gerontology and long-term disability care (Heinemann et al. 1997). Furthermore, the availability of routine functional data would also assist in moving away from the traditional use of negative staffing indicators (e.g. deaths, comorbidities, complications) toward a more positive focus on staffing that is appropriate for measurable patient-evidence outcomes (Lang et al. 2004).

Trends

As nurse staffing needs are the main consideration in rehabilitation services, Nelson et al. (2007) published a study providing significant insights into the nurse’s needs with regard to the daily scoring of ADLs. However, it is the collateral information provided by Nelson et al. (2007) on the FIM nursing utility that is of interest to this study. As the FIM rating scale has been the mandated ADL scale in the USA since 2002, Nelson and coworkers assumed that rehabilitation nurses would provide the daily FIM data that the researchers required in order to develop a prospective staffing model based on the patients’ functional outcomes. This did not turn out to be the case.

The Nelson et al. (2007) study set out to ask nurses to collect FIM data daily, for 30 consecutive days, on all their rehabilitation patients so as to calculate the link between patient functionality and the required burden of nursing care. From 806 rehabilitation facilities in the USA, a representative sample of 235 rehabilitation facilities were selected to participate in the study. Of these, only 54 facilities’ nursing management agreed to participate; the remainder declined as it was thought to place too high a burden on their nursing staff to do daily FIM scoring. Furthermore, notwithstanding the nurses’ previous FIM credentials, Nelson’s research team felt that the participating nurses would require retraining and re-accreditation in order for them to provide accurate FIM data. In spite of all the endeavours above, an average of 9.48% of the FIM data were recorded missing daily across all facilities, indicating a high level of nursing non-compliance with regard to using the FIM as a routine measure.

The cumulative evidence on the FIM’s nursing utility is that nurses, however well-intended and -committed, could not maintain the daily effort required to observe and record the functional changes of each patient. Although nurses agree that the FIM data should render vital information for the restorative nursing process, the collateral evidence in Nelson’s study indicated that the nursing process and the FIM were not compatible; either the nurses fail the FIM or the FIM fails the nursing utility.

The experience was the same in South Africa, where FIM was introduced in the late 1990s. More than 1000 registered nurses (RNs) working within multidisciplinary teams in 84 subacute facilities were trained, tested and accredited. The aim was to introduce the FIM as a routine nursing tool, but the results were disappointing. South African nurses found the FIM to have no nursing utility and would therefore not participate as part of the multidisciplinary team to produce FIM scores routinely. The following basic concerns emerged which prevented their implementation of the FIM:

- The caregivers (CGs) and nursing auxiliaries, not the RNs, are in the best position for routine observation, scoring and recording of patient ADLs. However, the FIM framework of observation, which is a registered product, was not designed to be useful at this level of direct caregiving but rather to be used for periodic assessments by multidisciplinary teams. The nurses are not familiar with the therapeutic language and concepts used in the FIM and thus cannot apply the FIM as a routine nursing score.
- Also, rendering assistance with ADLs is not a primary RN function; it is the primary function of the nursing auxiliaries or, in most instances, the caregivers. The RN
supervises and manages the process. This is in agreement with Resnick, Cayo and Pretzer-Aboff (2009) who reported that nursing assistants and caregivers in the USA nursing facilities provide up to 90% of the direct care and functional assistance to patients. Since 1987, it has been mandatory in the USA to train long-term care nurses in restorative nursing practices. The FIM, however, is not seen as being useful to them.

These concerns made it clear that the FIM is considered to be a cumbersome and inappropriate addition to the nursing process. If forced to implement the FIM, nurses would not accept accountability for the quality of the data.

The cumulative negative experience of the FIM by South African nurses was significant. As nurses have no measures to express the outcome of the restorative nursing care rendered, they found themselves excluded from multidisciplinary meetings on patient outcomes. The restorative nursing process thus remains an unquantifiable science as it cannot provide empirical evidence of its outcomes.

Purpose and objectives
The purpose was to provide nursing auxiliaries (NAs) and CGs in a restorative care context with an objective measure of patients’ ADLs, called the BETA scale. The name BETA refers to the second letter in the Greek alphabet and is the second in a suite of nursing measures currently under construction. Two objectives were identified:

- To design and develop the BETA as a nursing scale for NAs and CGs to observe, score and record their patients’ ADLs, seeing as they already perform these activities daily as an integral part of the restorative nursing process.
- To test if the BETA has nursing utility, that is to say, whether the BETA is useful and acceptable enough to be embedded into the nursing process and care plans.

Significance
Restorative nursing activities are carried out primarily by NAs and CGs who support patients routinely with their ADLs. These carers are therefore best placed to observe, score and record their patients’ ADLs, as they already perform these activities daily as an integral part of the restorative nursing process. However, there is no existing format or framework for CGs and NAs with regard to observation and scoring of patients’ ADLs, meaning that nurses have no empirical record of patient functionality on which to base their nursing assessment. Furthermore, nurses have no routine longitudinal data on patient restorative outcomes. This study aims to resolve this paucity.

Definition of key concepts
Restorative nursing
In 1967, Sr Verah McIver created an ability-enhancing nursing model through training programmes for NAs and management and supervision programmes for the registered nurses in charge. She called it the Restorative Nursing Care Model. Today it is defined as an enabler nursing process aimed at promoting physical and personal independence so as to restore the dignity and wholeness of the patient or disabled person (Mantle & Funke-Furber 2003).

Nursing utility
The clinical utility of an instrument is the degree of conviction the users have about its usefulness in their professional practice (Toomey, Nicholson & Carswell 1995), taking into consideration application practicalities such as relevance, suitability, feasibility, accuracy, comprehensiveness, credibility, flexibility, value and adaptability (Barbara & Whiteford 2005). As this study concerns itself with the professional practice of nursing, the term ‘nursing utility’ has been used to describe this (Loubser 2012).

Scale versus measure
In general, the terms ‘scale’, ‘instrument’, ‘test’, ‘tool’ and ‘questionnaire’ may all refer to the concept of producing numerical scores in order to explain a phenomenon at an ordinal level (Bond & Fox 2007). However, during the design and development of an instrument, as in this study, it should be referred to as a scale as it is ordinal in nature. Following a successful construct validation conversion, the scale’s ordinal characteristics are transformed into one with linear interval qualities. At his point, it must be referred to as a measure (Loubser 2012; Stevens 1946).

Registered nurse
A registered nurse (RN) is a professional who has completed a four-year academic programme in nursing or a two-year bridging programme at an accredited Nursing Education Institution (NEI) and who is registered with the South African Nursing Council as a nurse and midwife, with a speciality in either general nursing or psychiatric nursing.

Nursing auxiliary (also known as a nursing assistant)
A nursing auxiliary (NA) is a person who has completed a one-year academic programme at an approved nursing school and who is enrolled with the South African Nursing Council as a nursing auxiliary.

Caregiver (also known as a care worker)
A caregiver (CG) is not a qualified nurse and is therefore not regulated as such. However, in the non-acute nursing environment, they are an essential resource for the implementation of nursing care plans.

Research design and method
The two objectives required two studies to be executed sequentially and each study will be described separately below.

First study: Development of the BETA
Research design
According to Foxcroft et al. (2004), the use of a panel of nursing experts to be involved in the design, development and review
of instruments for nursing utility specifications, significantly contributes to the content validity of the instruments. For this reason a qualitative, exploratory design was followed in the development of the BETA. Qualitative research was best suited with regard to seeking an understanding of the actions and processes within the specific context of rehabilitative nursing and explicitly at the interface between the patients and the NAs or CGs. Exploratory research actively examines this interface as the specific phenomenon of interest rather than merely observing and reporting (Lobelo 2004:20).

Sample
The sample included RNs (n = 6), NAs (n = 8) and CGs (n = 16), who had more than 2 years’ experience in rehabilitation practices. The RNs, NAs and CGs were selected purposively as they each represented a different subacute facility (n = 5) which had previously been trained in the application of the FIM. Selection criteria included a previous knowledge of the FIM, a 6-month implementation period and a history of constructive objections as to why the FIM was not implementable as a nursing measure. The criteria also included a willingness to participate in the study and to make the NAs and CGs in their teams available for this research.

Data collection
Unstructured individual interviews were held with each of the RNs to explore why they experienced difficulty with implementing the FIM as a nursing scale. The discussions were open but focused with the objective being to explore their perceptions of why the FIM does not comply with the nursing sciences. The central question was asked: ‘Why does the FIM fail as a nursing scale?’ and this was then followed up with probing questions. Field notes were taken.

From the outset there was consensus amongst the participants that the final product must satisfy the following four objectives:
- The BETA must be useful at the nurse–patient interface.
- The BETA scores must facilitate a uniform language in restorative nursing.
- The BETA instrument must improve the quality of instruments for nursing utility specifications.
- The BETA must fit into the nursing process and care plans.

Individual unstructured interviews continued with the RNs, always verifying that the four objectives were still intact, until data saturation was achieved.

Data analysis
The data analysis followed an inductive content analysis technique designed to transform the basic ADL constructs of the FIM, an instrument that was imbedded in the therapeutic sciences, to the BETA, an instrument that could become imbedded in the nursing sciences. The four objectives were used as the criteria for complying with the characteristics of a nursing sciences measure. The first draft on the transformation was done by the researcher and circulated to the participants for editing, deleting and adding. The respondents included their CGs and NAs in the editing process. The returned data were used by the researcher to refine the second version of the BETA. This developmental process repeated itself until version five of the BETA was concluded with no further comments from the respondents. The BETA training manual was drafted by the researcher for training, testing and accreditation of future users. Figure 1 is an example of how the decision tree was developed in order to arrive at an appropriate score.

To report on patient outcomes the respondents agreed to use the radar graph (Figure 2) in the BETA in the same way it is used in the FIM. This was done for two reasons: (1) the nursing tool had to maintain the same language as used by the therapists and (2) the radar graph, first used by Georg von Mayr in 1877, is still the best method to display the performance metrics of any ongoing programme.

~

FIGURE 1: The Eating item of the BETA nursing score.

Source: Authors’ own construction
During the training sessions, the NAs and CGs were invited to verify the appropriateness of the terminology contained in the BETA scale, as well as questioning its practical implications on their scope of work. They were asked if it was a true reflection of what was happening at the interface between the patient and their NAs and CGs when addressing ADLs. The researcher observed and recorded their responses, mannerisms, non-verbal responses, gradations and distinctions to update the primary carers’ saturation with the BETA scale’s first draft.

The first result was very positive in terms of the NAs’ and CGs’ participation. They made numerous valuable changes and suggestions, indicating that the RNs who originally participated in the design and development of the BETA were not fully aware of the depth, detail and nuances contained in the primary carer’s scope of work. Indeed, the evidence of these primary carers’ depth of knowledge, intuitive awareness and insight took the RNs by surprise.

The interaction between the researcher and the primary carers continued for a few months. As they started to implement the scale, new observations brought new clarity and realities to the fore, allowing the researcher to tweak the BETA scale to greater levels of accuracy. They brought various new insights that evolved into a new language and required meaningful adjustments. Each set of adjustments required a new version to be approved by all RNs, NAs and CGs. This process continued until the final version of the BETA scale was completed and all participants were in agreement that the information that could be gained from the primary carers’ experiences was a true reflection of what was happening at the interface between the patient and their NAs and CGs. The nurses described their experience regarding implementation of the BETA over a period of six months. The exploratory nature of the research gave nurses the opportunity to describe their experience in focus groups, as well as helping the researcher to gain a deeper understanding of if, how and where the BETA changed their work experience.

**Population and sample**

To prevent bias when testing nursing utility, a new nursing and caregiver population was required that had no previous knowledge or experience of the BETA. For this purpose, a 45-bed geriatric frail-care facility was selected. All of the permanent nursing staff (RN$s = 6$, NAs = 6) and the permanent caregivers (CGs = 39) were trained and tested in order to become proficient in the application of the BETA. No exclusion criteria were used. To prepare them for the nursing utility study, the NAs and CGs were asked to ‘score-on-the-go’ all the residents allocated to them every day, meaning they had to observe the residents performing their daily ADLs and record a score for each activity as they observed it being performed (e.g. eating, dressing, bathing, ablutions) and record it as a hard copy.

Six months after implementation, two focus group discussions were scheduled a month in advance to explore the different aspects of the nursing utility experienced. Purposive sampling was used to select two focus groups. The first group consisted of RNs (n = 3) in order to explore the value that the BETA scale added to the nursing process and care plans, as well as its effect on nursing quality. The second group consisted of CGs (n = 5) in order to explore the ease of integrating the BETA scale into nursing care plans and the perceived usefulness of the BETA within the primary care provider’s scope of work. The nurses on duty on the scheduled day of the focus group were invited to participate. Staff availability on the scheduled day limited the size of the groups.

**Data collection**

The focus groups followed a semi-structured approach, with four basic questions that followed the four objectives in the development of the BETA. No reading or writing was required and mannerisms and non-verbal behaviour were observed and recorded. Statements or comments could be clarified if misunderstood. Both focus group interviews were recorded and transcribed.

**Data analysis**

Following the good outcome from the first study, a good outcome was also anticipated for the second study. For this reason, a deductive content analysis technique of the descriptive data was applied. The four objectives posed were used to provide a predetermined framework for a coding scheme for analysis of the descriptive data. In other words, the original four objectives posed to the RN collaborators during the design and development were anchored as the categories used in the analysis (Hsieh & Shannon 2005).
Ethical considerations

This study on the BETA was approved by the Research Ethics Committee (Medical) of the University of the Witwatersrand and an ethical clearance certificate, M 10524, was obtained in May 2010. Written approval was obtained from the clinical managers of the facilities involved. The study purpose was explained to the participants before collecting data and they then gave written informed consent to participate in this study on a voluntary basis. Participants could exercise their right to withdraw from the study at any time without penalty or prejudice. The researcher also ensured anonymity and privacy and the protection of participants against discomfort or harm, be it physical, emotional, spiritual, economic, social or legal.

Trustworthiness

The four criteria of trustworthiness, namely credibility, dependability, conformability and transferability, were followed. Credibility was achieved by prolonged engagement with the participating nurses, allowing enough time during the interview for them to verbalise their perceptions regarding both the development and nursing utility studies of the BETA. Dependability was achieved through a detailed description of the research methods, peer review and triangulation of sources, namely empirical data and a literature control process, during the data analysis stage. Conformability was achieved through a detailed description of the research process, as well as during data collection through unstructured individual interviews where audio recordings were used and detailed field notes were written. Transferability was achieved through the purposive selection of the sample, as well as through a dense description of the research methods and results of the study, so that researchers who are interested in conducting similar research could gather enough information.

Results

The codes for the analyses were anchored in the four original objectives set down for development of the BETA scale. The categories were therefore: (1) the BETA is a useful nursing tool at the patient–carer interface; (2) the BETA scores facilitate a uniform language for restorative nursing; (3) the BETA improved the quality of restorative nursing services; and (4) the BETA fitted into the nursing process and care plans.

In an attempt to convey the richness of the data as expressed in the language used by the participants in the two groups, any direct quotations used (indicated in italics) came from the spokesperson of the RN or CG group when expressing an experience or opinion.

Results from the Registered Nurse focus group

There was evidence that the BETA is a useful tool at the patient–carer interface because it acts as a care plan which guides nurses and CGs into a new understanding of restorative nursing. As nurses and CGs use the BETA framework to observe their patient’s functioning, they develop new insights into patient functioning and begin to know exactly what their patients’ abilities are and what is required from the nurses to improve on these. Furthermore, the daily scores are recorded and serve as documented communication between shifts and are discussed at handovers. Previously, the NAs and CGs were very task orientated, doing all of the activities for the patients, but when scoring with the BETA scale, NAs and CGs became aware that the patients were capable of doing many of the tasks themselves. The BETA decision tree also guide the NAs and CGs to the next scoring level, resulting in the NAs and CGs challenging the patients to achieve a higher scoring level. The outcome is that the NAs, CGs and patients motivate one another toward the achievement of higher levels of independence, resulting in increased BETA scores. Furthermore, increasing the patients’ BETA scores has now become a commodity representing a personal achievement for both the NAs and CGs. The BETA thus motivates the NAs and CGs to increase patient independence. If the scores did not improve, the NAs and CGs consulted the RNs regarding techniques to improve the scores and hence, patient outcomes. The view of the RNs was that the routine BETA scoring is a very big help in improving patient functional outcomes.

The nursing management at the facility instructed the NAs and CGs to observe and score their patients daily on hard copy whereafter the weekly score sheets were submitted for electronic data capturing. The RN discussed the changes in the patient score sheets with the NAs and CGs on a daily basis. For instance, if the patient had not had a bowel action for the day the ‘bowel management’ score for the day would not have been completed. The ‘omissions and changes in scores form a very good discussion’ around the care plans between the RNs and the NAs and CGs.

The RNs established that, as patient ADLs are within the scope of work of the NAs and CGs, the BETA scoring method is fast becoming second nature to them. The NAs and CGs can observe the functional ability of a patient with ease and can recognise change as it occurs. In fact, they are more aware than the RNs of how the patients function. With the NAs’ and CGs’ new-found perspective on restoring patient independence, the ‘overall quality of nursing has definitely improved’. There is very strong quantifiable evidence that the patients’ (frail-aged persons) scores have improved substantially since the implementation of the BETA, indicating improvement in patient independence. These changes relate to quality-of-life improvements which indicate patient-evidence-based quality of nursing.

A noticeable amount of assertiveness, accountability and increased motivation was observed amongst the NAs and CGs. The result is that CGs are able to be taken out of the housekeeping team and integrated into the nursing care team.
They have become enthusiastic about their new role and it has become a morale boost to them. They now participate in the nursing discussions and find the new language easy to manage in terms of expressing themselves by means of scores when discussing patient functionality. They understand their task as that of implementing a nursing procedure and they do it with the required discipline, for which they are praised appropriately. Most importantly, their achievements are now quantifiable.

The NAs and CGs have become more aware than previously of the comprehensiveness and importance of maintaining patient abilities. Their attitudes toward their patients and their job changed as they become more involved in restoring patient abilities. In fact, they feel that they are actually the leading part of the team when it comes to improving patient functionality. They are enthusiastic, wants [sic] to lead the team and doing very well. They are definitely more alert and aware of what the patients can do and cannot do. They really know their patients from A-Z. … it is wonderful! This indicated the BETA’s usefulness with regard to managing the patient-carer interface.

An interesting secondary observation of the RNs was that they can use the BETA to make an assessment of the CGs’ performance. There was consensus that if a CG has problems in scoring a patient on the BETA scale, it is because they do not have the intuitive awareness to assess a patient, or do not show enough interest to observe their patient’s ability, or cannot function as a CG. A review of the BETA scores immediately shows who is capable of doing the work and who is not. ‘We can score our care-givers [according to their competency as a carer] according to their scoring ability’. This points to the usefulness of the BETA with regard to managing quality care.

The final findings were that the BETA scale can be embedded into the nursing process as a routine nursing measure. ‘It is working very well with us. If it can work here it can work anywhere else’. The care plan and the scoring are integrated into one process, so that what done does every day, one scores every day. Recording the correct score makes all the difference. It is a very positive experience, although it requires control from the nursing manager and the RNs to support and guide the NAs and CGs during the first few months. The daily scoring and recording makes a great difference as it helps them to verify their scores continuously as they go about their daily patient care routine. During the first few months all scores were achieved informally through consensus discussions amongst the RNs, NAs and CGs. The RNs reported that: ‘it was very encouraging to witness the caregivers’ enthusiasm to learn more about scoring and improving patient functioning’.

**Results from the Caregiver focus group**

Caregivers claim that the introduction of the BETA scale changed their perception of their scope of work. Previously, they believed it was their task to do everything for the patient, even if the patients were capable of doing basic tasks for themselves. Feeding patients that could eat themselves was considered to be one of the routine tasks of the CG. ‘Spoiling patients by doing everything for them’ was considered to be excellence in caregiving. ‘Before, what was on our minds was that it was our job to do everything for our patients, even if they can do it for themselves, we must do it for them. In our minds that was our job’. ‘This is how we were taught as caregivers to look after our patients … to do everything for them’. As a result, patients became increasingly dependent, demanding and abusive as their feelings of helplessness mounted. This made the task of the CG very difficult and tiring as there was no change for the better; it only got worse every day. As a result, they reported that their ‘patients were getting quieter and even stopped talking, socialising, eating, walking’. In this environment, the CGs reported a feeling of not being in control of the situation, becoming either emotionally involved or detached, and also being physically tired and having aching backs from constantly lifting and transferring people. ‘The job was hard before’.

However, with the introduction of the BETA scores on patient ability, the CGs reported having developed a new mindset with regard to the concept of caregiving. Initially, they experienced the training and implementation as being contradictory to their job description, which is highly task orientated. To make this change they needed continuous reconfirmation from their nursing superiors. It was also difficult to establish a BETA score whilst working and to apply one’s mind at the same time to find a method, strategy or technique of how to improve the patient’s independence. The changes to move away from the usual daily task tick list (feeds, bed baths, transfers, grooming, dressings, etc.) toward a patient outcomes score sheet of how much the patients can do for themselves, was also a daunting challenge. For continual confirmation and support, CGs required strong nursing supervision and constant reassurance. However, they reported a smooth transition within two weeks from a task-driven process to a patient-outcomes mindset.

‘I think if you do something to somebody that can do it for him or herself, I think you are not giving better care’. This excerpt from the CG group’s stated experienced sums up the new awareness that became prevalent amongst the CGs within a month of using the BETA. They mentioned this new mindset repeatedly as being the conceptual framework for their new approach to caring for their patients. They are also confident that the BETA has improved substantially the quality of their care to patients. They can now quantify the quality of their care by means of their patients’ improved BETA scores. Moreover, they also confirmed improvements in patients that they never thought possible, such as: ‘we see many (improved) changes in our patients’; ‘[they are] getting better, better really’; ‘yes, our patients are getting more independent now’; ‘also their memory is improving and they are expressing better’; ‘there is a lot of improvement’.

Previously, the CGs thought their patients’ ongoing decline was irreversible, but now they have discovered a restorative
remedy that they have control over and this empowers them. The participants felt they have gained a lot of experience in a short period and they are enjoying their job more than before. With patients now making some physical effort with some of the CGs’ more strenuous tasks, such as the transfers, the CGs also experienced less back injuries.

Finally, there is strong evidence that the BETA scores are successful in creating a universal language amongst nurses and CGs. In fact, the CGs mentioned that during the first months, they discussed patient scores during ‘lunch time, tea time and even went to bed with scores’. They also created sessions as a group amongst themselves to discuss scores, as well as work sessions to score difficult patients. Furthermore, they initiated discussions on restorative techniques to increase their patients’ scores. The scores were also discussed with the nursing staff and any changes were reported to the RN on duty.

Discussion

South African nurses working in rehabilitation, convalescent, gerontology and long-term care facilities where patients present with functional disabilities are at a disadvantage as they lack measurement tools to establish their patients’ level of disability. As a result they are not capable of establishing empirically whether or not their patients are benefitting from their care. Moreover, without a measure to provide empirical evidence of a patient’s functional gains, the nurse is at a loss when it comes to understanding the emerging science of restorative nursing. This study is the first of several that will contribute to the emergence of a restorative nursing science in South Africa.

The introduction of the BETA nursing scale into the specialised fields of rehabilitation, convalescence and gerontology nursing seems to be a watershed. There is evidence that NAs and CGs who perform 90% of the functional support at the patient–caregiver interface (Resnick 2004) have now discovered that their primary task is not to do every task for the patient, but to score and assess the patient’s functional ability and find ways and means to improve the previous score. This was explained in the caregiver data as follows: ‘I think if you do something to somebody that can do it for him or herself, I think you are not giving better care’.

The results revealed that the BETA scale has changed the nursing task into a nursing challenge with a patient-evidence-based outcome. The BETA scale has helped them to change their monotonous and laborious task-directed approach into personal challenges and achievements. The results further infer that the ultimate winners are the patients, who are able to regain their independence. The RNs reported that their role of task master has also changed into that of a coach with regard to restorative nursing practices. This has improved the quality of the nursing process significantly.

When it is taken into consideration that no training or information was given on restorative nursing techniques and outcomes, it is interesting to note that the CGs discovered by themselves that they ought to change the focus of their scope of work from task-orientated care to restorative care to achieve both patient and CG satisfaction. More interesting was the finding that their supervising RNs are not resisting this change, but rather following it with interest and anticipation.

Limitations

The only limitation of the study was the low numbers of nurses and primary carers available to participate in the focus groups, a common pragmatic phenomenon confirmed by McLafferty (2004). However, the limitation was overcome by prolonged engagement until data saturation was achieved. Furthermore, experienced, skilled and expert RNs, NAs, and CGs in the phenomenon under investigation participated in the study so as to provide rich and quality data (Kritzinger 1996; Morgan 1996; Twinn 1998). Finally, McLafferty’s (2004) advice was followed to increase the quality of the data by allowing respondents with similar characteristics to participate in the same homogenous focus group, for example, RNs together and CGs together. This technique allowed for specificity and relevance and there was therefore a low risk of having to verify the data collected.

Recommendations

The most important recommendation is to do a follow-up study to determine the BETA scale’s construct validity.

Future in-service and formal education programmes should include training in the use of the BETA by RNs, NAs and CGs working in the field of restorative nursing. They should also include the revision of care plan methods and techniques so as to assist NAs and CGs with regard to advancing their patients’ BETA scores. Programmes will be required for RNs to allow them to implement the restorative nursing process and to manage it effectively.

The change from curative practice to restorative practice is a necessary mind shift that many nurses may find difficult. However, this study revealed that the BETA is an important tool for facilitation of this process.

Conclusion

Strong implicit and explicit evidence supported the BETA scale’s nursing utility; it has made RNs, NAs and CGs aware of the value of having the ADLs embedded in the restorative care process. This new awareness was manifested explicitly in the ease with which the NAs and CGs recognised, observed and expressed the BETA scores in their daily routine. Implicitly, they have become aware that improvement in BETA scores has a direct correlation with improvement in the patient’s independence and resultant wellbeing. Thus, as RNs, NAs and CGs became aware that restoration of patient independence is their core focus, they actively explored techniques of increasing patients’ BETA scores. Through this process the NAs and CGs also became aware of the fact that they are in control of nursing effectiveness and efficiencies.
The BETA was developed by South African nurses for South African nurses and CGs to allow them to render better care for patients requiring functional gain. The nursing participants in this study were very receptive when it came to developing and applying the BETA. There was much enthusiasm with regard to exploring a new nursing science that was clearly lacking in the field.
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